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If the installation of the Henderson sockeye were harvested in May,”
Lake fish fence was a marriage, this year’s said Halvorsen, when asked why
anniversary would be celebrated with an she decided to start installing the
emerald. That’s because it’s been twenty years fence in May instead of June, two
since the first counting fence was put in place, back years ago. “I wanted to make sure
all of our Henderson sockeye were
in 1998.
“The purpose of the fence is to get in-season accounted for.”
Installing the fence in May has
information on escapement, so you can make management
decisions in real time,” said Sabrina Crowley, Associate proven to be a good decision, since
Biologist for Uu-a-thluk. Crowley is referring to information early counts have been obtained for
on Henderson Lake (renamed Hucuktlis Lake in March 2018) both years.
“Timing is very important…now
sockeye salmon stocks. The data helps bound migration timing
for sockeye returning to Henderson Lake, and ultimately informs we know they [sockeye] do come Tina Halvorsen, Uchucklesaht
sustainable fishery decisions (therefore impacting the overall health up a bit earlier than we may have Fisheries Technician
expected…and they could be and
of the stock).
It was Uchucklesaht First Nation’s concerns over the low probably are going to be intercepted in the Alberni Inlet fisheries
abundance of Henderson salmon stocks that prompted the earlier on than expected,” explained Crowley.
installation of the fish fence in 1998. Henderson sockeye have a much
Fish are enumerated when they trigger counters contained within
smaller population than large sockeye populations like the Somass boxes installed along the fish fence. The counter is connected to a
(which have a targeted fishery), and the Nation wants to ensure the switch, with a magnet. Every time the magnet leaves the switch and
Henderson stocks do not get targeted.
comes back, it’s considered a count. As is the case with most measuring
Uchucklesaht has also undertaken numerous other initiatives tools, regular calibration of the counters is critical to obtaining accurate
geared at rebuilding the fish and fish habitat resources of the data, and that is where Halvorsen’s expertise comes into play.
Henderson Lake watershed (many of which pre-date the fence).
With the Henderson fence project now complete for the season,
These actions include encouraging DFO to manage the Sproat escapement surveys for Clemens Creek are in progress. Comparing
and Great Central Lake sockeye fisheries in a way that would survey results with the fence data will lead to a better understanding of
not adversely impact Henderson Lake sockeye stocks (1980s escapement in the Henderson system, and inform future management
onwards), building and operating a sockeye hatchery at the plans.
The Henderson fish fence, though laborious in its annual installation
head of the Henderson Lake (1992-2006); initiating a multiyear restoration program for the Henderson Lake watershed and maintenance, is important to Uchucklesaht Fisheries management.
including lake fertilization (1976-1997) and working with Uu-a- Upgrades to the fence continue to be a discussion topic, as the simple
thluk to re-implement a salmon escapement program for fence panel and wire mesh construction is often challenged by high
Clemens Creek (the main spawning area for Henderson water levels, curious black bears and forest debris brought down by
sockeye) in 2009.
heavy rainfall.
Tina Halvorsen was the fisheries technician hired
According to Ryan Anaka, Uchucklesaht Director of Lands and
to help with the program in 2009. A Uchucklesaht Resources, “Short-term plans for the fence are to ensure that a fence
member living in Kildonan, Halvorsen continues to continues to be in operation annually to assist with sockeye and other
work for the Nation’s fisheries to this day. She is salmon stock enumeration.” When asked about a future vision, Anaka
the sole technician responsible for the ongoing added that “Long-term plans are to install an Adaptive Resolution
operation and maintenance of the Henderson Imaging Sonar (ARIS) system,” but pointed out that it would be
fish fence, with credit given to community dependent on funding.
volunteers like Halvorsen’s father who help
Crowley is keen on the idea of a more robust enumeration system.
her with the annual installation and take “It’s probably time to start seriously considering a better approach to
down of the fence (in May and September conserving Henderson sockeye. That might be one way of getting better
respectively).
estimates – something that’s more structurally sound or capable of
“I got word from members living in the the different environments that the Henderson River gives throughout
community, that years ago, Henderson the year.”
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The Henderson Lake ﬁsh fence, then and now. The fence is
operated by Uchucklesaht and equally funded by the ﬁve
Maa-nulth Nations (with Uchucklesaht providing a larger
share). Technical support is provided by Uu-a-thluk.

